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                                                                Abstract 

In the Indian society television plays a major in influencing the lives of common people. But the 

popular soap operas reproduce traditional stereotypes which are no more in line with the Indian 

society. This research aims to explore the gender stereotyping in two popular Indian dramas on 

two popular Indian channels – STAR TV and Colours.  

Previous literature on the stereotyped portrayal of men and women in different television shows 

like crime series, medical dramas, crime based reality shows etc. The method used is semiotics 

and discourse analysis. Use of language, signs and symbols have been studied in these dramas to 

determine the role played by television dramas to reinforce and reproduce traditional gender 

ideologies. In a society where women no more plays traditional role of  traditional homemaker 

only such soap operas are not a good influence on the people especially women. 
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  Chapter  1:                  Introduction 

The liberalization of the Indian economy in 1990 brought forth a boom in the Indian television 

industry on the wake of the Satellite revolution. Soon it found its way into the lives of the entire 

population of the country. This could have provided ideal settings for the promotion of 

developmental issues through entertainment. TV had the opportunity to diversify itself and offer 

impactful programmes for the audience. The fact that TV is accessible from home and with the 

cable operators providing 24x7 channels on TV sets, home based entertainment – it appeared- 

was about to be revolutionized. Alas! It did not happen that way. The opportunity to intervene in 

social issues cloaked in televised forms of entertainment never really took off in India. On the 

contrary, egged on by the dream of striking gold, TV producers began to dish out one after 

another soap operas that take us back in time – not in any romantic sense of the expression, but 

in a regressive sense. The most noteworthy of such rewinding has been manifested in the 

portrayal of women in the daily/weekly/bi-weekly Indian soaps. 

The research question: 

Are the portrayals of the female characters in the daily soaps not misrepresenting the Indian 

woman? Are these soaps not reinforcing stereotypes and creating new ones simultaneously? Are 
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these daily soaps not completely bypassing pertinent facts that provide ample evidence to believe 

that there now exists a contingent of women – not too insignificant in size to ignore – hailing 

from all major parts of the country who are strong willed, opinionated and an intrinsic part of the 

country's growth?  

It might help to step back in time and start by referring to the Doordarshan aired television 

serials like Hum Log, Rajani and Udaan. Hum Log (1983) was produced by the Government of 

India to raise women's status and reduce their maltreatment. The soap addressed contentious 

issues like the dowry system and made an attempt to motivate the women to cultivate decision 

making capacities. In an entertaining manner, Hum Log promoted equal status for women. An 

average of 50 million people watched each of the 156 episodes during the 17-month run in 1984 

and 1985 (The Tribune, 2009). Hum Log was followed by Rajani (1985-1986) where the female 

protagonist was primarily identified as a person and secondarily as a woman. Udaan followed 

suit and soon found its female protagonist Kalyani catapulted to the status of a household name. 

It was one of the first soaps that dealt with the fight of women against all kinds of gender 

discrimination. 

In the early part of the 1990s, Indian put its foot on the path of economic liberalization. This 

resulted in the privatisation of small screen entertainment and led to a proliferation of television 

channels. The terms like television ratings, fan feedback, network revenues started to acquire 

significance in the minds of the producers and writers of the daily soaps. Almost instantly views 

that recommend using television as a tool to empower women became passé. Promotion of 

developmental issues through daily soaps became non-profitable and hence lost its space in the 

changed scenario. Female characters resembling real life women began to give way to 

homogenous women. The homogeneity of the female protagonists began to be construed by the 
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market and very soon one could find a plethora of serials offering female protagonists who were 

almost identical to each other. As we entered a new millennium, there was hope that women 

characters would be portrayed more progressively than before. Again, this has not happened. We 

have been dished out serials after serials in which the mobility of the 'zardosi' (embroidered 

Indian Saee) clad women is restricted within unreal but lavishly built 'havelis' (a palace). Locked 

inside such grandiose mansions the women wear the most garish jewellery and drape themselves 

with ostentatious silk sarees (traditional Indian dress) right from the crack of dawn – in fact, they 

wear them to bed. Only the unreal sets and locations change, but the female protagonists hardly 

change from one soap to the other. Living with an extended feudal family, the women fight it out 

over property disputes, extra marital relationships, illicit children, etc. The woman's character 

remains non-contradictory, homogeneous and unchanging across all television channels. 

 Television embraced female characters who were willing to put all at stake to save their 

marriages and who were happily attaching the greatest value to the symbols of marriage like the 

vermillion on the forehead. The values projected by these female protagonists have clearly 

indicated a subservient attitude towards the diktats of patriarchy. The saucy battle fought 

between the wicked mother-in-law and the dutiful daughter-in-law became the staple diet of 

prime time Indian television. 

Other illustrations of stereotype include: 

In Heena -The young bride has to suffer in an arranged marriage with a husband who is 

desperately in love with another woman. The bride is portrayed as an ideal woman with no 

shades of black tarnishing her pristine white image. She puts in every effort to win her husband's 
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affection and even allows the other woman to visit him when he falls sick. All her attempts to 

win back his attention fail and at the end what she gets is a divorce. (The Economic Times) 

In Amaanat - The eldest of the seven daughters in a conservative family marries the would-be-

husband of her sister to protect family honour after the sister runs away on her wedding day. 

Quite predictably, she is not accepted by her husband and languishes in a state of perennial 

sorrow. The sole objective of her life is to somehow win the heart of her husband. ((The 

Economic Times) 

In Saans - The wife leaves his husband after he marries his lover. She starts on her life alone. 

However, she fails to resist herself from engaging in a one-night stand with him and conceives. 

The news of the pregnancy brings the husband back to his first wife and they stay together till the 

child is aborted. The second wife/other woman is cunning and possessive and slowly begins to 

lose her mental balance. The husband realizes his mistake and comes back to his first wife who 

discovers the power to forgive him. They live happily ever after………….. (The Economic 

Times) 

In Palcchin - A married woman gets involved in an extra-marital affair with her ex-lover. 

Throughout the serial is portrayed in a bad light until she is allowed the chance to redeem herself 

when she returns to her in-law's house as a repentant woman.( (The Economic Times) 

Indian television (particularly the daily and weekly/bi-weekly soaps) has done more harm than 

good to women's potential as individuals by emphasizing on the virtuosity of putting conformity 

to convention and tradition on the forefront. (The Economic Times) 

All the above mentioned approaches of portraying women on Indian television refuse to take into 

consideration the concurrent changes that have been taking place in the Indian society in terms of 
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offering more space to women. Albeit, there is a long way to go till the women of the country 

can feel empowered. However, there exists a brighter side to the story – one which Indian 

television comfortably overlooks. As compared to television, the mainstream Hindi cinema – 

popularly known as Bollywood has begun to recognize this new Indian women. Stereotypes are 

being shaken and for the first time women in their 40s and 50s are being offered important roles. 

A few scripts are venturing into the hitherto unheard zone of keeping the female lead character at 

the centre. 

In other spheres, women of India have contributed immensely to India's advancement over the 

last two decades. This includes the election of 1.4 million women to local bodies and thus 

providing a space for the women to engage in the political arena. Undoubtedly a portion of the 

abovementioned figure must be occupying political position only as titular heads. However, a 

significant portion has evolved and grown into leadership positions. Also, the gap between girls 

and boys enrolment in schools has been significantly reduced (The Hindu, 2007). 

A CLSA study in India found that 80% of men under the age of 30 preferred working spouses. 

This clearly reflects a change in the attitude of the urban middle class in India where today the 

women have a far more conducive atmosphere to engage themselves in livelihood generation 

activities. (The Hindu, 2007). A remarkable phenomenon is the huge presence of women in 

leadership positions in the financial sector. Considering the fact that the financial sector has 

essentially been a male dominated area (even in developed countries) this is no mean an 

achievement. A survey of 240 large Indian and multinational companies by executive search firm 

EMA Partners International has found out that women head 11% companies in the country, 

including 54% from banking and financial services followed by 11% each in life sciences and 

media (Yahoo News, 2010). 
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There have been significant achievements in the rural areas as well where the microfinance 

programme implemented chiefly through the formation of women self-help groups has 

empowered the underprivileged women. Women across many provinces of India have organized 

themselves in self-help groups and have created platforms to challenge patriarchal norms and to 

develop their own identities. 

The BPO sector in India has nearly 50-60% women workers. To get access to such employment 

opportunities, women from smaller towns of the country are shifting base to the bigger cities. 

The participation and inclusion of women has also increased manifold in the more mainstream 

professions like: Medicine, Health Care, Insurance, etc. In a few metropolitan cities, one can also 

find women bus conductors. (The Hindu, 2007) 

Thus, a skewed representation of women through a medium as powerful as Television not 

merely misrepresents the women of the country but also plays a crucial part in disseminating a 

wrong image of the urban women to the underprivileged women who live in villages, towns and 

smaller cities. Viewership, especially female viewership is huge and, therefore, can serve as an 

excellent medium not only to send out the intended message, but also to influence the audience 

to build an opinion on issues related to directly or indirectly to her life. 

This research of mine aims to explore the earlier studies done on the projection of stereotypical 

gender roles by television and then I conduct my own research on two popular soap operas of 

two different Indian channels and try to find out how they stereotype men and women and this is 

also to show that with the changing times, it's no more the typical gender role played by women 

in the current society. 
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Chapter 2:                     Literature Review 

Earlier researches or literature review forms an important part of any research assignment. We 

build up our research and motivation based on that. Although there is not enough literature about 

how women and men are stereotyped in TV dramas but I bring up and discuss some earlier 

researches done with the stereotyping of men and women in some crime series, medical dramas, 

crime based reality television series, female detectives etc and this body of literature with regards 

to TV dramas create the base of my present research. This part of my dissertation will provide 

broad survey, evaluation and summary of the previous studies done in this field in the Western 

and Indian scenario. I start with the studies of gender and sex and then I move on towards 

stereotyping of gender in western and Indian TV dramas.  

 Gender and Sex 

We often think sex and gender are the same whereas they are not. Sex was previously ascribed 

by biology i.e. anatomy, hormones, and physiology and Gender was a status achieved through 

psychological, cultural and social means (West and Zimmerman, 1991). Gender is what 

individuals do by virtue of his or her socio-cultural-psychological factors and sex is more of a 

biological thing. Sociologists define gender as per the conventional role enacted by an individual 

in the society. Gender refers to the behavioral aspect of a human being i.e. whether an individual 

has to perform the behavior of either a man or a woman. Historically, study shows that women 

have generally been portrayed as housewives, mothers or an object of sexual satisfaction and 

men are being portrayed as bread earners, protectors of women. Even today women are being 

projected in the same way although in today's society women are taking up new roles in 

everyday lives. Human societies have traditionally allocated separate gender roles to women and 
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men (Bem, 1974; Eagly, 1995). Bem (1974) also argues that men are considered as aggressive, 

logical, fiercely competitive, dominating, physically and mentally strong, independent and risk 

taking individuals whereas women are seen as jolly, full of passion and compassion, vulnerable, 

sensitive, understanding and submissive. These gender specific attributes allocated to men and 

women separately since ages have been the main reason in producing gender stereotypes which 

still, to a great extent, defines what it means to be a man and a woman and how each gender 

should act.  

Candice West and Don H. Zimmerman argue that it is important to observe the distinction 

between sex, sex category and gender. Furthermore Candice west and Don H. Zimmerman assert 

that one's sex i.e. whether one is male or female is determined through the application of socially 

agreed criteria of biological classification of male and female. This socially agreed upon criteria 

of sexual classification is based on the genitals formed at birth and placement in the sex category 

is accomplished through application of sex criteria. Gender on the other hand is related to the 

behavior of a person by virtue of his or her inclusion in a sex category. Activities related to 

gender come out from the supported claims of association to a sex category. The categories of 

men and women have been clearly defined on the basis of their being with typical behavioral and 

psychological natural tendencies that arises out of their reproductive functions (Garfinkel, 1967). 

Candice West and Don H. Zimmerman further assert that such divisions are considered natural, 

biologically rooted and hence in turn it results into an intense psychological, social and 

behavioral consequences. 

In social sciences the classification of sex and gender are more associated with behavior based 

on one's sex and characteristics than just the biological features of an individual (Henley 1985; 

Tresemer 1975). Not only in social science even in today's day to day lives gender and sex based 
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classification are more linked to behavior than just biological features and hence we get terms 

like 'transexuals' which refers to people who undergo sex change operation. You are what you 

feel and how you behave and not necessarily what you are born as – male or female. 

Goffman (1977) observes the formation of different institutionalized frameworks through which 

normal sexedness is being created and thereby reinforcing essentialities of a specified gender. 

We are expected to follow a particular code of conduct, express ourselves in a specified way as a 

result of our inclusion in a particular sex category which results in our creation of our gender. As 

Candice west and Don H. Zimmerman furthermore say that we cannot avoid doing genders i.e. 

avoid performing gender because of the social consequences owing to our membership to a sex 

category and such membership to a sex category not only affects the allocation of power in 

political, economic and political domains but also interpersonal arenas. 

Media and Gender 

Media is one such domain where gender plays a very important and critical role. Media affects 

gender specific behavior to a large extent including "long acknowledged power to represent 

'socially acceptable' ways of being or relating to others, as well as to allocate, or more usually 

withhold, public recognition, honour and status to groups of people" (Carter and Steiner, 2004: p. 

1). They furthermore assert that the sexist messages of  media forms like television dramas, 

newspapers, films, advertising, pornography, comic books, news magazines and women's 

magazines, popular music and soap operas socialize people, mostly children, into thinking that 

dichotomized and hierarchical sex-role stereotypes were 'natural' and 'normal' (Carter and 

Steiner, 2004: p. 2). But media critics like Liesbet Van Zoonen argue that "feminist viewpoint on 

media implies a univocal, confident and unswerving denunciation of popular culture. Both for its 
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sexist and oppressive portrayal of women and for the devastating effects it is supposed to have 

on women and men" (Zoonen, 1994: p. 1). He believes feministic viewpoint on media is too 

narrow and stereotyped in approach all though "students, colleagues and journalists alike then 

argue against such a position claiming that feminism draws a narrow picture of media of media 

and cultural practice, although this narrow point is exactly the one most journalists want you to 

make" (Zoonen, 1994: p. 1). I agree with him as several soap operas, advertisements and TV 

dramas ride to the top with the highest TRPs (television rating point) by portraying women in 

oppressive, tortured, stereotyped roles although  Both soap operas and print and television 

advertisements have for long portrayed men and women in stereotyped roles ignoring the 

changes taking place in the society 

Previous Researches 

Western Literature: 

There's not enough literature about stereotyping in dramas only but I chose to bring up the 

studies which focused on gender stereotyping on TV programmes like crime series, medical 

dramas etc. The subject of sex-role stereotyping in television has generated a huge amount of 

research in a very short period of time. Researchers like Busby in 1975, Dominick & Rauch in 

1972, McArthur & Resko in 1975, O'Donnell & O'Donnell in 1978, Signorielli in 1975, Tedesco 

in 1974 carried out research in this topic. Philip A. Kalisch and Beatrice J. Kalisch carried out 

one such study in 1984 utilizing the methodology of content analysis. The journal of Philip A. 

Kalisch and Beatrice J. Kalisch investigated the sex role variables in portrayal of television 

nurses and physicians in prime time during the time period of 1950 to 1980 and the study took 

samples of 28 series showing medical practitioners such as nurse and physicians. The outcome of 
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the research was too much of sexual and occupational stereotyping. Most of the nurses (99% as 

per the study) were females and most of the physicians (95% as per the study) were males 

(Kalisch and Kalisch, 1984: p. 533). They furthermore noticed that  

"The cluster of sex and occupational role characteristics, personality attributes, primary values, 

career orientation, professional competencies, and the tone of nurse-physician relationships 

converge to yield an image of the female professional nurse as totally dependent on and 

subservient to male physicians. The development of this dichotomous sex and occupational role 

imagery has resulted in male television physicians who not only have outstanding medical 

competencies but also embrace all the attractive competencies of professional nurses" (Kalisch 

and Kalisch, 1984: p. 533) 

The method used in this study was content analysis and the result of the study showed very high 

level of gender stereotyping with 99% of the nurse characters were female out of which 95% 

were whites. It was also found out that a large part of them (45%) were under the age of 35 and 

out of that 82% were single and 95% childless (Kalisch and  Kalisch, 1984: p. 533) . They also 

noticed if any character gets portrayed against the stereotype then that character is portrayed in 

an unfavorable way "For example, the only male nurse seen in the sample (Nurse Newton of 

"A.E.S. Hudson Street," 1978) was the object of subtle jokes and innuendos regarding his sexual 

preference." (Kalisch and Kalisch, 1984: p 539) All though this study has been carried out 26 

years ago but the current scenario in television has hardly changed as even today most of the 

nurses are females and male nurses are still an object of ridicule all though in the real world men 

are taking up nursing as a profession. As per the official statistics of Nursing and Midwifery 

Council in UK way back in 2002 one out of every ten nurse working in UK is a man (BBC News 

Online, 2002). This report was way back in 2002, with the passage of time more and more men 
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have enrolled for nursing profession. In 2007 Malaysia's 10% of yearly intake of trainee nurses 

constituted of male nurses (The Star Online, 2007). Hence we see more and more men entering 

the traditionally female-dominated profession all over the world and hence stereotyping of 

women as nurses in dramas doesn't reflect the actual scenario in today's changing world. 

Another study was conducted by Elizabeth Monk-Turner, Homer Martinez, Jason Holbrook and 

Nathan Harvey in 2007. They carried out the research on the American crime based reality 

television series called COPS which used to get aired in 1990s on the FOX Networks. It was 

quite a popular show during its time. Although the study was carried out to show racial, gender, 

US uniform crime report type offense, we will concentrate on the findings on gender only as my 

research is concerned about gender stereotyping only. Sampling for the study was done by 

selecting the entire half an hour episodes of COPS for a week in 2004 which accounted for eight 

hours of airtime. The characters on which the research was done included 50 different police 

officers and 61 perpetrators of crime. The results showed that most of the police officers around 

94% are male and the entire recorded eight hours of airtime showed only one police officer 

amongst six women shown in these recorded episodes of COPS. "One female officer, out of the 

fifty officers shown on eight hours of network programming, leaves the televised representation 

of female officers at odds with their actual proportion in police forces nationally." (Monk-Turner 

et al, 2007: p. 8) This under representation of women in this crime based reality series is 

definitely not as per with the actual no of women representing the police force in US. These days 

more and more women not in only in US but all around the world are joining the police force and 

the 1:49 ratio of female is to male in the police force is absolutely absurd in today's scenario. The 

study also revealed that the majority of the women shown in the episodes played the role of 

offenders and not cops." When women were shown as perpetrators, they were white and most 
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likely (80% of time) engaging in a Part II UCR offense (possession of drugs, DUI, animal 

disturbance)." (Monk-Turner et all, 2007: p. 10). Again when it comes to committing crime 

women are being stereotyped again by showing women committing petty crimes like possession 

of drugs and other non-serious crimes. This too doesn't portray the real scenario of the society 

because as per the report of Associated Press in 2010 women accounts for every one in four 

arrests and has increasingly taken part in drug related crimes, violent crimes and fraud 

(msnbc.com, 2005) The show stereotypes women as not tough, not responsible and not capable 

enough as a cop to handle serious crimes as they were mostly engaged in non-serious crimes. 

Women as perpetrators of crime were also underrepresented and stereotyped in COPS. 

Gender stereotyping is being noticed in sports coverage as well (Koivula, 1999: pp. 589-602). 

This research applied both qualitative and quantitative methods. As a sample one year of sports 

coverage which included both amateur and professional of two different channels was used for 

the 1995-1996 and a follow up was done in 1998. For 1995-1996, from each week a weekday 

and a Saturday or a Sunday were selected which resulted in 1470 minutes of airtime and in 1998 

everyday for 4 weeks sports coverage of the same channels resulting in 528 minutes were 

sampled. All together 1998 minutes of airtime was analyzed (Koivula, 1999: p. 593). As 

mentioned earlier the study included both quantitative and qualitative methods. Quantitative 

analysis was used to determine the percentage of airtime dedicated to "individual and team 

sports, and sports categorized as feminine, masculine, and gender-neutral." (Koivula, 1999: p. 

593), amount of coverage, use of language and images and Qualitative analysis was used to 

analyze general commentary, structure of the news and visual aspects of the covered news 

(Koivula, 1999: p 594). Most of the time i.e. 86.7% of the time it was all about men's sports, with 

men's sports there was hardly any use of gender marking but with women's sports it was used 
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extensively like women's tennis (Koivula, 1999: p. 596). Women were mostly referred to by their 

first names and men with their last names. Even production quality suffered when it came to 

women's sports. Accomplishments of women athletes were given less importance whereas men 

received a lot more importance with lots of visual and verbal coverage. Hence the study asserts 

"that media continue s to reinforce the categorization of sports according to traditional views on 

gender-appropriateness, which in turn affect an individual's attitudes regarding both her or his 

own, as well as others, sports participation" (Koivula, 1999: p. 602), Hence media continues to 

create gender differences by "consistently contribute s to the reproduction of traditional 

expectations of men and women" (Koivula, 1999: p. 602) and thus reinforces that women all 

though an athlete and no matter whatever she accomplishes is afterall a female (Kane & Parks, 

1992). 

Signoreilli and Bacue (1999) found out that women continuously receive less recognition and 

importance than men. They carried out week long content analysis of prime time samples in the 

fall of 1967 and 1998. This study researched on the main and supporting characters in week-long 

samples for 36 weeks. From Monday to Sunday during prime-time (8pm-11:00 p.m. EST) 

samples of television drama between the fall of 1967 and the spring of 1998 were analyzed. 

Altogether there were 8,293 characters out of which most of them i.e. 65.5% were and mere 

34.5% were women. It was being noticed that the participation of women increased to a great 

extent i.e. from 28% in 60s and 70s to 39% in 90s (Signorielli and Bacue, 1999: p. 531). 

Although participation of male characters have always been a lot more than women in all the 

decades. The study reveals that more men are shown working outside home than women though 

with each passing decade these prime-time programmes portrayed more and more women 

working outside the house. Casting of men and women in traditional gender specific jobs have 
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been quite interesting as men have been cast in traditional male jobs and women have been cast 

mostly in limited feminine roles but later in 1990s both men and women have been cast in 

gender neutral jobs. Signoreilli and Bacue (1999) come to the conclusion that women have been 

receiving less recognition than men all the times. Although they notice that the degree of 

importance given to women increased slightly in the 1990s. They also notice "The television 

world is over-populated by men; across genres, male characters outnumbered female characters, 

overall and in each decade. Today, women are least likely to be cast in action-adventure 

programs and most likely to be cast in dramas and situation comedies." (Signorielli and Bacue, 

1999: p. 541). This conveys that women are still not treated as important beings by the media 

where still males dominate the scenario and the roles of the females are limited to "situation 

comedies" (Signorielli and Bacue, 1999: p. 541) which leads to the existence of  ``symbolic 

annihilation'' (Tuchman, 1978) of women to some extent. The study observed that women were 

cast less in stereotyped jobs like nurses, teachers, secretaries in 1990s as compared to the 1970s 

and so was men. Men were also stereotyped less professionally in 1990s as compared to 70s.. It 

was also being noticed in this study that television contents place too much importance on the 

youthfulness esp. that of a woman's as the presence of elderly is negligible. I completely agree 

with this as even today i.e. eleven years after this study the presence of the elderly people are still 

very less. It's still very important to present youthful, beautiful people esp. women to catch the 

attention of the viewers. 

Romm (1986) carried out an interesting study on the portrayal of females heroes in television 

crime dramas. This study was conducted on the new genre of crime dramas which portrayed 

women as heroes instead of traditional roles of nurses, teachers, clerks etc. But "A closer look at 

these female heroes reveals, however, that they were not simply playing roles formerly played by 
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male actors; rather, theirs was a new depiction of women created by the medium out of two 

existing and potentially conflicting stereotypes: the traditional stereotype of the male detective 

and the traditional stereotype of women." (Romm. T, 1986: p. 23). This is absolutely a new and 

different thing as here women play roles which were earlier played by men rather it's basically 

breaking into a male dominated profession. But Romm (1986) looks deeper and finds out that it's 

actually a combination of two stereotypes – male detectives and traditional women. Although the 

series was on air for a short period of time, the author selected 32 episodes randomly during the 

programming period of 1976 – 1977 from the serials "The Bionic Woman" (6 episodes), "The 

Six Million Dollar Man" (6 episodes), "Charlie's Angels," "Police Woman," "Nancy Drew," 

"Wonder Woman," and "Isis" (4 episodes each) (Romm. T, 1986: p. 28). The study shows 

female detectives considering their profession as the most important thing in life and hence 

domestic life or the homemaker role is contradicted here leading to the breaking of stereotypes of 

women as homemakers. But the female heroes always had to be young, very attractive and 

beautiful which again supports the stereotype of women's beauty and youthfulness as the main 

thing to gain viewer's attention. The study noticed that the boss is always a male and the female 

heroes always obeyed them even if they were right. The findings of the study Romm (1986) are 

listed below 

1. The female heroes never kill, capture or seriously injure their enemies and they barely use 

weapons instead they use supernatural powers like wind etc. All the arrests were made by the 

male counterparts and not them 

2. When it came to intellectuality and knowledge, female leads always were treated as inferior 

than their male counterparts. They are always just sent on mission and they never plan their 
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mission and obtain relevant information from their male counterparts rather than doing it herself. 

3. They are rarely shown arriving at logical conclusion at the scene of action.  

4. They are never shown threatening, bargaining, suggesting, giving orders to others. They are 

always shown on the receiving end of this kind of verbal contacts. 

5. They are portrayed as emotional as well. 

All these findings point out that although women were portrayed in a role previously exclusively 

done by men, they were still were not treated at par with men. Their characters still has feminine 

and stereotyped attributes attached to it but at the same time these female leads were too 

progressive in their approach as compared to the US society in 70s and hence ordinary women 

could not identify with themselves.  

Gaye Tuchman (1979) conducted a research on the depiction of women by mass media. He 

noticed that most of the voiceovers (even today) are male voices thereby indicating credibility of 

the male voices. He notices "the very underrepresentation of women, including their stereotypic 

portrayal, may symbolically capture the position of women in American society-their real lack of 

power. It bespeaks their "symbolic annihilation" by the media."  (Tuchman. G, 1979: p. 533). 

This statement was made in 70s when it was relevant but it is not relevant to the present day 

scenario to a large extent as women are very much present in the media though stereotyping of 

women still exists a lot. In the current American society women are highly powerful holding 

various highly prestigious positions like secretary of the state, CEO of a company etc hence 

there's no lack of power amongst the women in US today. He refers to the two prevailing 

explanations of sexism in media which says sexism in media is due to "women's position in 

media organizations, and the socioeconomic organization of the media." (Tuchman. G, p 533, 
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1979).  But he himself believes that women's position in media cannot be enough reason for the 

stereotyped sexist approach of media and I furthermore agree with him as presence of women in 

media organizations is not really a determining factor for media sexism. The content of media is 

directly influenced by the social and economical position of women in the society as a whole. 

Media aspires to capture viewer's attention and as a result they reproduce the prevailing 

stereotypes so that people can identify themselves with the characters. The second point that he 

refers to is the socio-economic structure of the media. This factor is more related to the 

organization than its employees. It refers to the policies and rules and regulations of the 

organization. Tuchman (1974) cites an example where both female and male hosts of a talk show 

may intentionally seek sexist comments from celebrities in the preinterview preparatory for the 

net-work show and both may want to defuse expressions of feminism in order to satisfy stations 

airing their programs and also they seek to blunt other radical critiques. This study was done way 

back in 1974 i.e. around 26 years ago but it's still very much relevant in the current scenario. 

Hence we can say that organizational goals also influence stereotyping and sexism in media as in 

today's world of fierce competition amongst the media companies most of the organization 

reproduce social stereotypes of men and women to gain attention rather than portraying anything 

against it. But it is to be noted that in the actual social stereotypes of men and women vary from 

time to time. Today's woman is "Today's New Woman is the Cosmo Girl with her shirt buttoned 

and the heavy black eye-liner tastefully removed. Unlike the Cosmo girl, she doesn't want to 

work for the boss, date the boss, or even marry the boss: she wants to be the boss." (Ehrenreich, 

1978). This is not the stereotyped role of women some twenty to thirty years when women were 

stereotyped as homemakers and men as bread earners holding prestigious jobs and positions in 
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the society. So stereotyping is a variable which changes with the changing social and economical 

scenario of the society. 

 

Indian Literature: 

All the above studies have been in the context of the western society. Since my research focuses 

on the Indian prime-time dramas, I need to discuss, in this context, researches on the Indian 

context. Television plays a very important and powerful role in the Indian society. Since 

television programming started in 1980s, it has been an upward growth for the small screen and 

now small screen in India is loaded with reality shows, crime series, travel shows, cartoons, soap 

operas etc.  Soap opera are extremely popular amongst housewives and working women as well. 

It's not only popular it influences the lives of people as well. Housewives, college girls and 

working women all identify themselves with the characters in the television dramas and often try 

to imitate actions in real life. But there is not enough study about gender stereotyping in these 

Indian soap operas. 

An article by Meenu Anand in 2007 explores the how women's issues and characters are covered 

in television and how men and women are stereotyped. She argues that the soap operas like 

"Kahaani Ghar Ghar Ki" (The story of every house), "Kaahin Kissi Roz" (Somewhere 

everyday", "Teen Bahuraaniyaa" (three daughter-in-laws) all portray women in the light of their 

family relationships. Their achievement is measured in terms of their relationships with their 

husbands, mother-in-laws, sister-in-laws etc, how perfectly they run their household and the like 

and men are portrayed as head of the family, bread-earners and the like. Their sense of 

achievement is derived from how well they run business and make it prosper and how well they 
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do in their profession. These stereotypes do not reflect the actual scenario of the Indian society 

where the president is a woman, where women play a very active part in politics and hold 

various high positions in politics, women in India are very successful in the corporate world as 

well like Chanda Kocchar who is an  Executive Director of ICICI Bank, Naina Lal Kidwai, 

holding the position of Deputy CEO at HSBC bank, Renuka Ramnath is the CEO of ICICI 

Ventures etc. She further asserts that 

 "Women are mostly portrayed in the light of approval or disapproval. These role         

stereotypes reflect the typical patriarchal mindset; where the housewife is favoured while the 

women in power (power hungry and full of vices) are often depicted as villains. Men are showing 

going to office while women stay at home (not that anyone ever does any work). The vamp is the 

antithesis of the protagonist; portrayed as ultra modern, mostly working (the boardroom 

woman), with a plunging neckline, short hair, bold, conniving, heartless, ruthless, and perfect in 

the art of seduction. Here again "modernity", or "Westernization" as it is commonly called, is 

co-related and confused with debasement of morals and ideals." (Anand, 2007: p. 3)  

At some parts of the Indian society especially non-working housewives even nowadays it is 

believed too much of westernization leads to all vices hence most of the villains and vamps are 

portrayed in seductive western dresses, plunging necklines, loud make up and most importantly 

working. She further points out that all these soap operas glorify and romanticize motherhood. 

This idealization of being a mother exerts pressure and emotional disturbance on women in the 

society as women who are not able to conceive feels inferior. On one hand we have successful 

women like Kalpana Chawla (astronaut), Sunita Williams (astronaut), Pratibha Patil (President 

of India), Indira Nooyi (CEO of Pepsico) and on the other hand popular television soap operas 

which reproduces traditional gender stereotypes.  
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All the above studies both Western and Indian reveals that women are portrayed as traditional 

homemaker and/or an object of sexual desire for men, submissive, inferior to men intellectually, 

emotional and not capable of taking logical decision whereas men are being portrayed as 

superior to women, having more credibility and knowledge and the one who takes control of 

things. It is this dearth of analysis on Indian television, stereotyped portrayal of gender and the 

influence they have on the Indian audience drives me to conduct my own research on two 

popular soap operas of Indian television. 

Chapter 3.             Methodology 

This is a branch of pedagogics, which deals with the analysis and 

evaluation of subjects to be taught and of the methods of teaching them. In this chapter we shall 

discuss the different methods used for study and why did we select this particular method. I see 

methodology as the process through which, beginning with a topic of research such as in this 

case 'gender', and more particularly 'portrayals of women in Indian drama' and 'information 

society' as  objectives within 'transition',  one constructs 'objects of research' (Bourdieu & 

Wacquant 1992). The choice of appropriate methods (data selection, collection and analysis) 

depends upon the object of research. In this research the method that is being used is the 

discourse analysis. 

Discourse Analysis: 

Discourse analysis is a qualitative method that has been adopted and developed by many social 

constructionists. Qualitative analysis share more important data compared to quantitative 

analysis. A quantitative researcher merely submits the raw data from experiments and subjects 

without doing any statistical testing. But a qualitative researcher does all the statistical testing. 
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Discourse Analysis can be applied to any text, that is, to any problem or situation.  Discourse 

Analysis is basically an interpretative and deconstructing reading. Discourse analysis can and is 

used by a handful of cognitive psychologists; it is based on a view that is largely anti-scientific, 

though not anti-research. It specifically includes a combination of analysis of texts like different 

genres, discourses and styles which are articulated together and also analysis of linguistic and 

other forms of semiotic analysis. Critical discourse analysis mainly focuses on any form of 

written or spoken language, such as a conversation or a newspaper article. Social structures are 

quite important in analysis, which may be assumed or played out within the conversation or text. 

It concerns the sorts of tools and strategies people use when they are engaged in any form of 

communication, such as slowing one's speech for emphasis, use of metaphors, and choice of 

particular words to display affect, and so on.  Discourse analysis includes a combination of 

interdiscursive analysis of texts (i.e. of how different genres, discourses and styles are articulated 

together) and linguistic and other forms of semiotic analysis.  

Discourse Analysis (DA) presented by Schiffrin within its functional approach, some of the 

presentation is as the following: 

1. The study of discourse is the study of any aspect of language use (Fasold, 1990: 65). 

2. The analysis of discourse is, necessarily, the analysis of language in use. As such, it cannot be 

restricted to the description of linguistic forms independent of the purposes or functions which 

these forms are designed to serve in human affairs (Brown & Yule, 1983: 1). 

3. Discourse… refers to language in use, as a process which is socially situated (Candlin, 1997: 

ix). 
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Another important characteristic of discourse studies being a qualitative method is that they are 

essentially multidisciplinary, and therefore it can be said that they cross the Linguistics border 

into different and varied domains, as van Dijk mentioned in notes in the following 

passage:…discourse analysis for me is essentially multidisciplinary, and involves linguistics, 

poetics, semiotics, psychology, sociology, anthropology, history, and communication research. 

when analyzing discourse, researchers are not only concerned with "purely" linguistic facts; but 

they also pay equal or even more attention to the language used in relation to social, political and 

cultural aspects. For these reasons, discourse analysis is not only within the interests of linguists, 

but it is a field that is also studied by communication scientists, literary critics, philosophers, 

sociologists, anthropologists, social psychologists, political scientists, and many others. 

Types of discourse analysis: 

1. Speech act theory 

2. The Ethnography of Communication 

3. The study of conversation 

4. Critical Discourse Analysis 

Speech act theory: 

Different languages in different countries are used for communication and hence language is 

more than just sounds, words and sentences. Speech does involve lot of emotions so when we 

speak (or write), not only do we say something, but we also do something, and not merely in the 

trivial sense that speaking and writing involve physical actions or movements. By using language 

we convey particular meanings, and our utterances have a certain force that has consequential 

effects on our addressee(s). 
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The Ethnography of Communication: 

The importance of avoiding social and cultural bias in studying the language Customs and 

conventions used in different contexts. It is the examination of communicative behaviour in the 

context of culture. Researchers taking ethnographic approach to language and discourse focus on 

the cultural values and social roles that operate in particular communities. Researchers are 

concerned not to impose their own cultural presuppositions on other societies, and may use 

intricate methods of participant observation to study the language habits and customs of different 

cultures. 

The study of conversation: 

 The philosophical work of Paul Grice (1975) is often invoked in discussing conversation     and 

indirectness mainly Because of the essentially and cooperative nature of the conversation. As 

well as engaging with culturally constructed conventions in how we say something (being, for 

example, indirect or relevant), we also have to manage carefully the sequential structure of our 

speech exchanges. Conversation is orderly, and so an utterance is interpreted by reference to its 

turn within a sequence. 

Critical Discourse Analysis: 

Critical discourse analysis subsumes a variety of approaches towards the social analysis of 

discourse ( Fairclough and Wodak 1977, Pecheux M 1982, Wodak and Meyer 2001 ) which 

differ in theory, methodology and type of research issues to which they tend to give prominence. 

To examine language as a form of cultural and social practice, and discourse analysis is an 

approach which allows the description and interpretation of social life as it is represented in talk 
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or in texts. Critical discourse analysis focuses particularly on the relationship between power and 

discourse, studying the way in which 'social power abuse, dominance, and inequality are enacted, 

reproduced, and resisted by text and talk in the social and political context' (van Dijk 2001: 352). 

The main focus of discourse analysis is the form of written or spoken language, which consists 

of conversations or a newspaper article. Discourse analysis's main interest is in the underlying 

social structures, which may be assumed or played out within the conversation or text.  The 

application of critical thought to social situations and conversation is to unveil the hidden facts of 

politics within the socially dominant as well as all other superstitions and belief 

systems. Discourse Analysis can be applied to any text, that is, to any problem or 

situation. Discourse Analysis and critical thinking is applicable to every situation and every 

subject (i.e. conversations, text, speech etc).  

Reasons for preferring semiotics and discourse analysis over other techniques: 

The other techniques apart from semiotics are the rhetorical analysis, discourse analysis, and 

content analysis. In this research we prefer discourse analysis and semiotics over content analysis 

and rhetorical analysis because, content analysis is a quantitative approach to the analysis which 

mainly concentrates on the contents of media texts and rhetorical analysis mainly refers to the 

analysing the text of any given source. These two methods are not used in the research as they 

are not quite approachable for the research in media and communication studies, and they even 

can't provide answers for our research. 

The main reasons for using semiotics in our research is that semiotics is closely associated with 

culture studies and also it is not always a quantitative method. Semiotics is often employed in 

analysis of texts. Texts in this context refer to message which has been recorded like writing, 
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audio and video recording. Semiotics provide us a with a set of methods and terms to use across 

full range of signifying practises like gesture, posture, text, writing, speech, film, television etc. 

Semiotics gives us awareness of our cultural values, and it brings coherence to media and 

cultural studies. Semiotics is the study of science which indeed is the study of construction and 

maintaining reality 

The main reason for choosing discourse analysis is that it is a qualitative method which helps us 

to understand the social and environmental conditions of society, as it mainly focuses on the 

analysis of texts like discourse, genres and styles. The advantages and disadvantages of discourse 

analysis are mentioned below. 

Advantage of Discourse Analysis: 

The main advantage of Discourse Analysis is that it allows personal growth and a high level of 

creative fulfilment. Unlike quantitative analysis this form of qualitative analysis is 

multidisciplinary and involves linguistics, poetry, psychology etc. Neither greater technology nor 

funds are needed.  Authoritative Discourse Analysis can lead to many fundamental changes in 

the practices of an institution, the profession, and society as a whole.  

The other main reason to choose Qualitative analysis is that the objective of the study is to 

understand and interpret the drama using the social and cultural observations within the society, 

we also interpret the importance of media, and how the dramas are influencing the audience. We 

are not considering qualitative analysis as this study attempts to '....demonstrate that the analysis 

relates to things beyond the material at hand.'(Alasuutari, 1995) 
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Disadvantage of Discourse Analysis: 

The main disadvantage of Discourse Analysis is that it does not provide definite answers; it is 

not a "hard" science, but it is an insight based on continuous debate and argument, which can 

only be done with open-mindedness. 

Application of Discourse Analysis to the data: 

Critical Discourse Analysis is done by doing a theoretical frame work of the research topic.  

Here the research topic is a case study of two Indian dramas, Pratigya and Na Anna Is Desh 

Ladoo. The data is collected from these two Indian Dramas to do the research. The research topic 

is approached with predilection to highlight Semiotics. The research topic is conceived as an 

interdisciplinary process as it involves a combination of disciplines and theories. We are using 

Semiotics to do the analysis on our research topic; firstly we shall see what Semiotics is? 

Semiotics: 

It is a field of study involving many different theoretical stances and methodological tools. One 

of the broadest definitions is that of Umberto Eco, who states that 'semiotics is concerned with 

everything that can be taken as a sign' (Eco 1976, 7). Semiotics involves the study not only of 

what we refer to as 'signs' in everyday speech, but of anything which 'stands for' something else. 

In a semiotic sense, it is described as; signs take the form of words, images, sounds, gestures and 

objects. Semiotics is defined by C W Morris's as "The science of signs" (Morris 1938, 1-2). 

Semiotics is used in a wide range of studies like art, literature, anthropology and the mass media 

rather than an independent academic discipline. 
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Semiotics is important as it can help us not to take the 'reality' for granted as something having a 

purely objective existence which is independent of human interpretation. Semiotics shows us that 

reality is a system of signs. Semiotics can assist us to become more aware of reality as a 

construction and of the roles played by ourselves and others in constructing it. It also helps us to 

understand and realize that information or meaning is not 'contained' in the world or in books, 

computers or audio-visual media etc. Meaning is not 'transmitted' to - we actively create it by a 

complex interplay of codes or conventions with which we are usually unknown of. 

Semiotics is fitted in broadly three ways in social practices (and the articulations of practices 

which constitute social fields, institutions, organizations) and social events. 

1. It figures as a part of the social activity, part of the action and interaction. E.g. Part of doing a 

job 

2. It figures in representations. E.g. People acting in any field or organisation 

3. It figures in ways of being, in the constitution of identities. E.g. the identity of a political 

leader such as Tony Blair in the UK is partly a semiotically constituted way of being (Fairclough 

2000b). 

4. While doing analysis with Semiotics the analyst has to make judgments about which 'mix' of 

available resources which will yields the most fruitful theorisation of the research topic and also 

the most fruitful perspective on relations between Semiotic and non- semiotic elements. 

 

 

Research Plan: 
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The main aim of the research is to find as to why woman are assigned and portrayed in 

stereotypic roles in Indian drama and the effects of these dramas on Indian audience. The two 

Indian drama's selected are Patigya and Na Anna Is Desh Lado, The research is done on these 

drama's using the discourse analysis, this is a qualitative method, in this to analyse the 

conversation and the characters we are using Semiotics, which is the language of signs, we are 

collecting data form dramas in different aspects like culture, society, conversation, language and 

mind set in these dramas, this way we can actually find the answers that we are looking for, but 

as this is a qualitative method we can't aim for picture perfect answer for the above question. we 

aim to do the analysis with open mindedness to get the answer for the research study. 

Sampling and Data collection: 

Choosing a sample was among the challenges of the study. It is an essential part in which we 

bring in the stratified sample that represents both the cultural identity and the variety in selected 

dramas. The data is collected from the Indian dramas Pratigya which are being broad casted on 

Star Plus starting from December 7
th

 2009 under Spell Bound Productions and Na Anna is Desh 

Ladoo is broad casted on Colors TV starting from March 9
th

 2009 under Shakuntalam Tele films. 

We did select particular episode to do the analysis, the episodes starting from 5
th

 july to 20
th

 july 

2010 of both the dramas are mainly taken into account while collecting data. 

Data is collected through looking into the discourses (representations of how things might or 

could or should be) the knowledge (projections of possible words) language (the language used 

to address characters) culture, tradition, subjects social relations between characters and 

Semiotically analysing the visual images. The data collected from the drama like discourses are 

mixed with genres to study by Semiotics to see the relations between the Semiotic elements and 
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the non semiotic elements. These following are taken into account while collecting the data and 

while doing the analysis: 

1. Knowing about the hidden relations of power in drama/ article 

2. By whom the power is being exercised and whose discourse is being presented. 

3. Who is the spokesperson/ who is consulted 

4. Who is ideal subject or audience in drama /article 

5. Looking into what is unsaid 

6. The use of process expressed as things or characters 

7. The use of colourful, descriptive language used to indicate strong discourse. 

 In Pratigya the data is collected form thirty episodes starting from March to July, and in Na 

Anna Is Desh Ladoo the data is collected from twenty episodes from May to July, in both these 

dramas the conversation, language, discourse, genres, social activity, identities and discourse is 

given much of importance in collecting the data.  

 Pratigya Na Anna Is Desh Lado 

Genres Housewife Housewife 

Styles Housewife Politician and 

Totalitarian   

Discourse Middle class girl Rich, politician and 
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head of the family 

Language Very colourful and strong Very 

strong 

Culture and tradition Liberal, traditional values with 

strong dominance 

Typical orthodox 

and male dominant 

tradition 

Characters Well-educated, intelligent and 

subtle 

Very powerful and 

strong and quite 

disturbing 

Society and social 

relations 

Male dominant society Female dominance but 

male partial society 

 

 

The data thus collected is used in the analysis and done in the following way which is explained 

in next chapter. 

Analysis: 

In this segment of the chapter we are performing analysis of the two selected Indian dramas 

Pratigya and Na Anna Is Desh Lado. We shall first look into the plot of the two dramas and 

discuss the selected episode in the drama and the reasons for selecting these particular episodes. 

The analysis of these two Indian dramas is done by discourse analysis, a qualitative method 

which mainly focuses on written or spoken language. The analysis will throw light on the 
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behavioural patterns of the characters, culture, tradition and rituals of a typical Indian family We 

can also see how discourse analysis on these dramas will reflect the underlying social structures, 

and how social situations and conversations in the selected episodes unveil the hidden facts of 

politics within the socially dominant as well as all other superstitions and belief systems. 

1. Maan ki Awaz Pratigya : 

This drama depicts the life of a middle-class girl Pratigya who struggles and fights for her self-

respect against the stigma and discrimination that prevails in the Indian society even today. The 

plot of this drama goes like this: it is a love story of two people who are together for all the 

wrong reasons. The story is based in a small town of Allahabad, where the smallest thing 

happening in one's house is known to everyone. Men dominate the house, college and society is 

so common that now nobody is complaining but has accepted it as a part of their lives and try 

find happiness in the remains. 

Same is not the story of Saxena family (Pratigya's family). Though they have their values and 

tradition in place but they believe in educating their daughters without any hesitation. Pratigya 

and Aarushi consider themselves lucky to be born in this family. They got the same education 

as their brother, despite pressure from relatives and the rest of society. They are a closely knit 

family. Returning from her college to Allahabad, and then it goes like how she gets married to 

the wrong guy and finally compromises with the in-laws and the troubles that she faces in the 

house, she tries her best to keep her dignity and maintain self respect in spite of all the troubles. 

Krishna, Pratigya's husband is an uneducated but he loves Pratigya and forces her to marry but 

after marriage he supports her it goes like this. Pratigya's husband is Krishna, an uneducated 

man from an orthodox chauvinistic family. The women in the household are regularly beaten 

up. And the men in the household address them using filthy language all the time. When 
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Pratigya leaves her house, as a protest after being slapped by her hubby, she is brought back at 

gunpoint. Another woman in the family, who dares to protest against her husband in-front of 

other male members of the family, is beaten up.  

 

In this Indian drama Pratigya in the latest episode Angad was let out from the prison. That very 

night he got killed by Professor Saxena. Now Professor is in prison and Pratigya and Adarsh are 

trying to get Professor out by hiring a lawyer to fight the case. This has caused a rift between 

Pratigya and Krishna, as Krishna thinks that Pratigya is going against his father, Thakur Sajjan 

Singh.  

Analysis: 

The following are taken into account while doing the analysis of this particular part in the drama 

of Pratigya. 

1. Would alternative information of the same information have resulted in a different discourse 

being prevailed: In this  particular episode we see that Pratigya fights for her father to be 

released  from prison, for the crime which he never committed, though she knows the truth she 

promises her parents that she would not reveal it to her husband as it might ruin her marriage 

life with Krishna, if we look into this information in a different perspective this will be 

accounted for social semiosis of representation where in the male dominating the female and 

because of this social factor  Pratigya is bound not to tell Krishna the truth as it might reflect the 

social encounter with in the family and the within the society. The information here has resulted 

in a different discourse in the episode where the social factors play a major role in the 

information. 
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2. How are the events presented? : the events in this episode are pointing towards more of male 

dominant society where it is particularly showed in how much can Pratigya's father in law can 

go to, to win his election  costing the life of her father, it shows how she struggles to find a 

lawyer to fight for her father's case without any support from her in-laws, as all the lawyers are 

scared with the reputation of her father in law, the events in this episode mostly indicates 

dominance in the society and also shows a stereotyped portrayal of the woman, wherein she can 

actually be portrayed in a different manner. 

 E.g.: In this particular episode Pratigya's mother in law who is dominant and also dislikes 

Pratigya try her at most to hurt her, where she can be portrayed a s a supporting mother in law. 

The events in this are presented in a typical way of the olden day's relation of mother in law and 

daughter in law. 

3. People's characterisation in drama: Though the character of Pratigya is quite upstanding for her 

self-respect and individuality as a women, it also shows the struggle that a woman have to 

undergo in the society from various aspects of life, Krishna on the other hand this character is 

portrayed as loving husband and on the other hand being uneducated it is portrayed as a man of 

no individuality and naive man unknown of the plot that is played by his own father and mother. 

In general the characterisation in this drama of different roles is unique to that particular 

character being acknowledged. 

4. Message from the drama: Pratigya drama is based on the social abuse on woman in a male 

dominant society, the author depicts a middle class Indian woman who struggles to and fights 

for her self-respect against stigma and discrimination that prevails even today in India. The 

author tries to send message into this society through this drama that in spite of the 

discrimination and abuse over women since long woman can change the situation by fighting 
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against such abuse with confidence, here the author shows how by creating a strong character 

Pratigya in this drama. The protagonists, Pratigya are being portrayed as an idol traditional 

cultural woman who abides by all the rituals of the family and society. The message from this 

drama can be disputed, according to the author the character Pratigya is an illustration and a 

symbol of hope for many women who are suffering the abuse in silence and accepting the life as 

it goes and compromising at every step of life. On the other hand the message it gives by 

revolving around the social issues of abusing women is actually not helping woman to look 

beyond the periphery of a domestic family life, it mainly portraits woman as a  simple house 

wife struggling to adjust with her in-laws and trying to protect her marital relationship. These 

type of dramas in general does not portray the progress of woman in other spheres of life like 

professional, political careers etc 

5. Semiotic analysis: 

A) Modality: What reality claims are made in texts: the reality in the texts of both these dramas 

seem very unreal, and melodramtic as the woman empowerment has evolved very much, it 

shows in both dramas that women are housewives, but in reality women are in power in every 

department may it be politics, movies, education etc, the reality in the texts are permitted to the 

house wife who are suffering with abuse and resentment from the family and society, while in 

general this is not the case in normal life as portrayed in the dramas. This alludes to be the 

fiction as it seems more far off from the fact and every day experimental world. The modality in 

both these dramas are expressed in the form of dialogues, the medium is language. The dramas 

would be realistic to some viewers who see themselves in the characters. In highly developed 

country like USA we hardly come across woman politician, but yet there are woman trying to 

get into it, so the situations are changing according to the time and being more favourable for 
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woman in many aspects and spheres of life, this is not portrayed in both Pratigya and Na Anna 

Is Desh Ladoo. The reality in Pratigya can be accepted as it portrays the protagonist of the 

drama as a woman trying to change her family and the society. 

B) Paradigmatic analysis: The whole text in both the dramas belongs to the genre. The text in the 

both the dramas would have been quite different if the women are portrayed in a different way 

like- a politician, scientist or a doctor. The contrasted pairs that seem to be involved in both 

pratigya and Na Anna Is Desh Ladoo are the culture. In both these dramas culture plays a major 

role in whole plot, as they clearly show how in the name of culture how women are house 

arrested and dominated by male. 

C) Rhetorical tropes: The metaphors in both these dramas are conceptual and root metaphors. In 

these dramas how the rooted culture and male dominance shapes the understanding of the 

character in the drama, Amma Ji – In-spite the fact which Amma Ji is clearly aware of abuse 

over women the strong rootedness of culture and dominance in her mind doesn't allow her to 

rethink about the woman suffering and measures to be taken, she takes pride in implementing 

the monarchy rule in the house and society. 

D) Intertextuality:   The intertextuality in both the dramas implicate that there is a vast difference in 

the characters to the present genre in every day experimental world. The representations of 

characters in both Pratigya and Na Anna Is Desh Ladoo are quite unreal when looked into the 

modern generation women who are modern, independent and educated.  

6. Why is this particular episode of the drama chosen?: This particular episode is chosen as it 

reflects the struggle of the protagonists Pratigya in an attempt to save her marital life as well do 

justice to her father who accepts a crime to save her daughters marital life. This particular 

episode also portrays the male dominance which is the main base in this drama; it also reflects 
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the strong character of Pratigya fighting against all the members of the family and the society on 

abuse over women. This particular episode covers the real aspects of the woman conditions in 

small town in India, also portrays the father of the middle class Indian girl who suffers for the 

happiness of her daughter. As mentioned above in the message of this drama to show how 

woman struggles to fight for self respect and is protective about her marital relationship is 

portrayed in this particular episode, this is clearly portrayed in this episode where the scene 

shows how Pratigya is disheartened when her father in law tries to influence Krishna to show 

how Pratigya was wrong about him, when he reasons himself trying to help Pratigya's  father to 

get him out of the jail, she feels bad that Krishna could not imagine the cunningness of her 

father. She struggles to inform Krishna about his father in order to protect her marriage. Finally 

this episode has  been chosen as it has all the connectivity on the base of this drama, and 

explains the  social discourse   

 

Naa Aana Is Desh Ladoo: 

"The show is very unique and has a strong concept based on female infanticide. The story 

revolves around the village where birth of a girl child is still a sin" It is not only the story of 

girls but also it is the story of whole women class. The serial tells about the suppression by the 

tradition, cultures and manners in Indian society. It is not the real story but it has high 

imagination which tells the real story of women class. 

The story of Na Aana Is Desh Ladoo revolves around Amma Ji who is a victim of mindset that 

males are a boon to the society, and females are a bane in spite she being a women. She does 

everything to serve the needs of the male section of society, whether it be promoting female 

infanticide, allowing men to beat their not obeying wives, ban on women's education or 

http://www.articlesbase.com/television-articles/na-ana-is-des-lado-tv-serial-on-colors-838410.html
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remarriage of a married man not happy with his wife, and thus keeping them with herself. 

Amma Ji and her sons are the much obedient to follow all the rules and regulations of the 

village. Even that village people are also bound to follow all the rules and regulations which are 

made by Amma Ji. "No girl should be born in the village" is the tag line of the serial. "No 

women can birth a girl in the village" according to Amma Ji. A new born girl will be killed 

whether it belongs to Amma Ji or other ones. In the protest of the tradition a new girl who is 

doctor who has come to the village for serving people has to face so many more but difficulties 

in this way just wanting to serve and help the society , being a girl doctor to serve in a place 

where baby girls are killed is hard for doctor to help. This sinister colony of Amma Ji is 

challenged by Sia who enters the village as a social activist. However Amma Ji fools her by 

getting him married to his son, Raghav and thus being her mother-in-law tries to suppress her 

voice but that comes to a fail when Raghav starts to follow Sia who always stands for the truth. 

She also forms an army of her own with the other married women of Ammaji's other three sons 

in the household who suffer day to day insults at the hands of their husbands and Ammaji. Now 

the challenge of Ammaji is not only Sia but her own son and daughter-in-laws too. More 

shocking instances of cruelty towards women continue with the drama of Santosh's pregnancy. 

As Santosh can't bear kids she is being beaten by Amma Ji day in and out at a point Santosh 

breaks out that her son is impotent and then Ammaji directs Santosh to participate with an 

outsider in order to bear a child in the honour of the Sangwan khandan. More shocking is that 

this decision is approved by her husband Joginder who fails to protect his wife's dignity over the 

false family prestige. When there is a revolt by some family members over the move, Ammaji 

summons all his three sons and daugters-in.law and orders her son Raghav to participate with 

Santosh so that she can give birth to a child. Shamelessly a mother tells her son in the presence 
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of all family members. This drama is quite unpleasant and disturbing of how women are 

suffering all the atrocities in the society. 

In this Indian drama Na Anna Is Desh Lado we shall look into the episode where Amma Ji tries 

to kill Chandha's child if it's is a baby girl and the abuse on the female servant who is murdered 

by Amma Ji's son Vijender and how she supports him in the crime and goes to any extent in 

protecting her son though she knows the truth about him and how she black mails Chandha to 

kill her baby if she tells the truth in the court, in spite that Chandha has witnessed the murder of 

the servant girl with her own eyes she lies in the court to protect her baby as she is pregnant 

again after a  very long-time.   

 

Analysis: 

1. Would alternative information of the same information have resulted in a different discourse 

being prevailed: In this particular episode we see that the protagonist Amma Ji is a victim of her 

mind set and she herself practises child infanticide, she is head of the village and being a 

women she never supports women, she is more in favour of the men and believes that men are 

blessed and having a baby child is cursed. The information in this plot mostly represents the 

social semiotics where the woman are being abused in a male dominant society, the information 

is can also be considered as woman are abused in male dominant society under a female ruler as 

she is head of the place and every one abides by her rules including her children. This ancient 

tradition that still prevails in the society is being supported by women herself who might never 

be a victim of this tradition. If the facts are looked into the one who suffers the abuse one would 

hardly carry on with such traditions and carry it on to the house hold and to the society. 
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2. How are the events presented?: The events in this particular episode are being presented in a 

unique way on its own, not all the characters in the plot are important as the drama revolves 

around one lady that is Amma Ji and the rest is the family and how her rules and regulations 

affect the family. The character of Sia the daughter in law of the Amma Ji is the only other 

strong character that is portrayed in the drama who wants to fight against this traditions, though 

she is unsuccessful in her attempts she keeps trying in bringing about some change in the 

situation where women are abused, The protagonist Amma Ji's character is portrayed as a 

villainous character. Almost all the other characters in the plot are related to Amma Ji like her 

sons and daughter in-laws. The complete plot and the characters are confined to Amma Ji's 

where the whole story revolves. The events presented in this drama are quite disturbing as these 

practises shown in this drama are not appreciated in the modern society. It is also disheartening 

that these events even took place and that women suffered than imaginable to the normal 

people. 

3. People Characterised in Drama:  Though this drama is mainly family oriented as all the 

characters in the drama mostly relate to Amma Ji's family, the main protagonist in this drama is 

Amma Ji. Ammaji's character in the drama is well not appreciated by all as she is supports 

woman abuse and child infanticide. There are also other characters in this drama like the sons 

and daughter in-laws of Amma Ji whose roles are not quite strong like Amma Ji, Sia character is 

only other dominant character in the plot. Sia is a socialist and her character mainly portrays 

women who can no longer bear the abuse and a revolutionist. Other roles like Vijender son of 

Amma Ji are also quite dominant characters, Vijender commits a crime and easily eludes off. 

4. Message from the drama:  The lead character in Na Aana is Desh Lado is the character named 

Amma Ji head of a Sangwan (Jat) family of Birpur village subjects all female characters 
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including her daughter- in- laws to cruelty and humiliation except one of her daughter- in- law 

Sunehri only because she delivered a male child. Na Aana Is Desh Meri Ladoo is not only 

presenting the women in a very poor light but it is also encouraging female foeticide all in the 

name of family honour, traditions and culture. Besides it is putting the Jat community as an anti 

women and orthodox.  The message in this drama is that these atrocities on women have 

happened earlier and are happening in some parts which might be unknown to the present world 

now. 

5. Reasons for choosing this particular episode:  The main reason for choosing this particular 

episode in the Indian drama Na Aana Is Desh Ladoo is that it brings into light the atrocities on 

woman and the how the women are abused in the male dominant society. In this episode we 

could analyse the power of Amma Ji and her strength and her mind set in safeguarding her son 

though she is aware of the situation and very well knows that he had killed the servant maid, it 

also shows how women are vulnerable in situation where they can't even stand and fight in such 

a dominant society like the situation of Chandha, where though she witnesses the murder with 

her own eyes she is left with no choice as Amma Ji threatens the birth of her unborn child. 

Chandha has got no other option than to comprise in that situation as the life of her unborn child 

is of great value to her as she was pregnant after long, and she is well aware of the fact that 

going against Amma Ji wish is like death to her. In this particular episode chosen we can even 

see how women are vulnerable like the servant maid, though she is quite close to all the family 

members she could not even speak out of the abuse and atrocities happening to her as she is 

blackmailed by Vijendher, because she couldn't speak out she has ended up dead in Vijendher 

hands. In this particular episode we can see even the government and the police can't go against 

Amma Ji, this shows how powerful the character is in this episode. The other main reason for 
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choosing this particular episode is that, here it specifically shows how the whole plot of this 

drama presents women and how the society is presented. The character Amma Ji in this drama 

is presented as a totalitarian lady who influences the house and society which does not favour or 

support women empowerment. This drama clearly depicts the problems faced by women in 

different ways in every sphere of life; it even shows the helplessness of the characters in drama 

 

Findings: 

In this segment of the chapter we look into the product of the analysis of two Indian dramas 

Pratigya and Na Anna Is Desh Ladoo. 

The findings in the Indian drama Pratigya shows us the hidden power of education and 

upbringing of Pratigya and her family as compare to Krishna's family, the power for Pratigya 

other than her confidence and education is Krishna in many cases. In this drama Pratigya is 

exercising the power in the sense the discourse is Pratigya, she is exercising all her power to 

maintain herself respect and to change her family ideas about women, the ideal person for many 

viewers and to the writer is Pratigya she is the protagonist and the hero in the plot. 

The one that is unspecified or unsaid in this plot is about the power of education, in a way the 

author tries to bring this in but it remains mostly unsaid as the plot mainly revolves within the 

family showing different family conditions and compromises for women to make to survive. 

The language used in this drama is of two types ones in which show how the educated polish 

people express themselves and how the uneducated people express and deal with situations. 

Though language is mainly the first form of expression the author tries to override this 

boundary with the power of love. 
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 E.g.: The love towards Pratigya for Krishna. Though Krishna doesn't understands the 

importance of education and can't express himself in a polite manner but he still manages to 

impress Pratigya by communicating thorough his feelings towards her 

 

The finding in this Indian drama Na Anna Is Desh Ladoo we found that the power of 

togetherness, and we also find that the power of society and culture plays a major role, we also 

find that with a helping hand and a believer we can do better which is like in the case of Siya. 

Amma Ji is the protagonist of this drama and she exercises power, she takes pride in her power 

to control her family and society, so in this drama Amma Ji's discourse is being presented. The 

ideal subject of this plot is woman abuse, and the ideology of Amma Ji, her son's and society 

who support's, her and who can't even think of going against her  

According to the analysis performed the one thing that is unsaid/ unspecified subject in this plot 

is the importance of woman, revolt that is slowly arising inside the family but not strong enough 

that they can go against her. In this drama the language is presented as not colourful instead it is 

presented in a harsh way for few characters and for women it is presented in a very subtle way 

where the difference can be shown quite prominently. A specific note and colour in the 

language is used to express her totality in the plot. 

 

 Discussion: 

In this segment we are going to make a detail study of how the media plays a major role in 

influencing the society. Media also plays a very significant role in influencing the thoughts of 

general public and there by acting as a catalyst in gaining public consent, and also how the 
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media influences the gender biasness. In the second part of this chapter we specifically look into 

the Indian media and Indian dramas and how they influence the society and how media is 

supporting the stereotypic portrayal of women in Indian dramas. We look into the reason of why 

women characters in Pratigya and Na Anna is Desh Ladoo are being stereotyped, and we also 

discuss the positive and negative impact of these dramas on the society. 

 Media and gender: 

Media as we all know holds a great significance to our lives due to many factors. One such 

factor is the role it plays in influencing public decision. Over the years media has played a 

significant role in the process of gaining public consent. Today we are going to critically 

analyse the means by which media has influenced gender biasness.  

Media holds the power to acknowledge 'socially acceptable' ways of being or relating to others. 

It plays an instrumental role in gaining public recognition, status and honour to groups of 

people.  Already in 1980s' feminist organisations in the UK and US started complaining and 

revolting against the sarcastic articles written in the magazines and newspapers ridiculing 

modern women who are striving for greater social, educational, political and economic rights. 

Instead of supporting gender equality, media presented articles which were against women 

interest. It portrayed women as second class citizens. Later on in the late 19th and early 20
th

 

centuries, the feminist groups almost unanimously called for their own periodicals which played 

a significant role in the political campaigns to support increased right for women.  The content 

of the popular women magazines were based on facts which only interests women and thus not 

universally accepted by society as it was then a male dominated society. Scholars began 

researching as to why women were not successful in the public works which are dominated by 
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men and why women transcend their position as second class citizenship in society. To some 

extent we can say that media has become a hindrance to the socio-economical, socio- cultural, 

political, and educational development of women. Even though woman wants to break free 

from her boundaries to take step towards her carrier development, rather than encouraging her 

morale, she is being ridiculed. Hence we can come to a conclusion that media plays a major role 

in the gender biasness. 

 

Indian media and Drama: 

Indian TV has been playing a major role in promoting stereotypical portrayals ideas in our 

society. Whether it is with subject relating to women, or idea of women as 'perfect' housewives 

or even presenting women as soft targets for crime of various natures - TV has played its role 

successfully in all these areas. Serials project the so-called stereotypical image of traditional 

women to its audience, which re-strengthens these stereotypes in their minds. House-confined 

Naa Anna Is Desh Mein Ladoo and Parvatis, who are without any individuality, face all the acts 

of their family members by being mere voiceless entities. The most favoured attribute that 

people wish to inculcate in their daughters and (especially) daughters-in-law is of being 

individuals with no individuality! Idealism is being reset at such a high altitude and the 

representation is set so much in past that it ends up confusing the people and, in turn, forces 

them to accept these images as a part of their lives. 

  

India is a country that believes in holding not only its traditions and rich cultures, but also 

holding the 'almost-patriarchal' stereotypical norms that are attached to it. In such a situation, if 
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TV upholds such ideas further, then it is not fair for the 'new-age' Indian women who wish to 

break the bounds of these patriarchal hierarchies. The TV dramas shows that portray women as 

soft targets of crimes at home and outside, thus give rebirth to the ideas of patriarchy at all 

phases in society. There are many programmes that underline crimes like rapes, dowry 

harassments and molestations, and even show various ways through which women are stripped 

out of their identity and dignity, repeatedly. Rather than showing women in dominating roles 

the soap operas have mainly concentrated on home based woman or the woman who have no 

identity. It is even more shocking that  the fact that these shows more than often use women 

themselves to propagate the stereotypes that are typically not in favour of women. 

 

Judging by the popularity of these dramas, female empowerment as we understand it would 

seem to be the last thing on any viewer's mind. Marriage and is associated rituals are the central 

motif in one tale after another. Women's empowerment as debated in the political arena is about 

women stepping out of the confines of home and hearth to discover their potential. Indian soap 

operas are about tussles for power over home and hearth and their near resolution before more 

twists and turns appear. They depict domestic violence — one of the brothers kicks his wife 

repeatedly in "Pratigya"— even as his sister who is at her marital home is busy calling her 

husband and in laws "saale kuttey" (dogs). Women getting slapped are common, the impotent 

husband knocks over his distraught wife in "Laado", and she in turn pulls his hands to her throat 

and pleads with him to strangle her. I feel like a country that favours such entertainment 

seriously ready for women's empowerment? I guess not. 

 

Stereotypic portrayal of women in Indian dramas: 
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Indian dramas are very popular among the Indian audiences. It is also considered as one of the 

most profit making sectors. According to the statistics about the 20 per cent of the audiences are 

male and remaining 80% are female audiences. Today we are going to study about 2 factors: 

1. Why is there such a difference among the 2 ratios of male and female audiences and 

2. Why does the protagonist of these dramas share a stereotypical character? 

 

1 Why is there such a difference among the 2 ratios of male and female audiences?  

# These dramas do not appeal much to the male audiences. Indian men apparently tend to think 

more practically than a woman.  They cannot relate to the extent to which the characters are 

pushed. It is thought to be absurd when it comes to reality.  

E.g. In this drama "Pratigya", Pratigya's father in law is a goon who scares and influences all the 

lawyers in the town not to take the case for bailing Pratigya's father. 

A male audience watching the serial will not be able to connect to this situation as they know 

for a fact that this cannot happen in reality. On the other hand, female audience will always 

appreciate such a hypothetical situation because women in general like reading and watching 

fantasies, romance and unreal stories.  

# Second reason as to why only 20% male audiences watch these dramas maybe due to the 

timings of these serials. Most popular serials are telecasted in the afternoon, dinner time, when 

most men are out of the house working.  A large proportion of adult female do not work. 

Married women are mostly house wives in India. Therefore, they get that time to relax and 
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watch the serials. That's the most suitable time of them to enjoy serial while or after having 

meal.  

# Most of these Indian soaps and serials portray the atrocities which a woman goes through after 

coming to her in laws house.  It shows the journey of a woman through all those struggles.  A 

male audience might not be able to accept the fact that while he is away at work, his parents or 

family members misbehave with his wife. Though this is not the case with every family but for 

a woman it comes as a warning that these are the situations she might encounter at her in laws 

place. Therefore, that factor becomes a piece of interest for a female audience.  

 

 

2 Why does the protagonist of these dramas share stereotypical characters? 

Most of the characters portrayed in an Indian drama share some very common traits. Most of 

them play the role of an ideal traditional and cultural Indian housewife who abides by the 

principles and rituals of the family. Almost all these dramas comes to a climax where the in 

laws stand against the protagonist trying to shun her from the house and how she retaliates and 

make peace with everyone.  

There are many factors behind the stereotypical nature of the characters of Indian Dramas.  

The serials are mainly focussed to capture the attention of the female audiences who are 

housewives and can afford to spend time watching TV serials. This very fact confines the story 

in the drama. Therefore most of the protagonists in the serials are portrayed as housewives so 

that the audiences can connect to the story and relate the story to their own day to day life.  
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Therefore the only variations are the levels of difficulties and variations in hurdles that they 

come across and all of serials ends with a happy ending where the protagonist finally make 

peace with her in laws.  

 

Positive impact:   

 

According to the research done on the two Indian dramas Pratigya and Na Aana is Desh Ladoo, 

there seem to be a very positive view from some of the viewers end, they like the stereotyped 

characters in the drama and the independent, fee, self respected woman, they look into these 

characters for inspiration in their lives, the viewers did mention that they view the characters as 

themselves and imagine that they are powerful now. According to the statistics the woman 

watching are 60% more than men. According to the viewers point of view they are inspiring and 

realistic, where in they are not realising that time has changed a lot and there is female 

empowerment everywhere in the society. 

 

Conclusion: 

The perspectives of Indian drama are bound by history, mythology, folk lore, lineage, social 

customs and rituals. These links to the past are very important as they are the roots of the soil 

which provide nourishment and sustenance to the Indian mind. On one side historical themes 

have been modified and fashioned by the play writers in different forms and styles on the other 

side the cultural, social rituals, rituals, castes', have been modified by the same writers in 

different styles. In most Indian dramas the theme of the play is based on the present economical 
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situations, family, marital relations and religious animosities. Indian dramas are rich in tragedy 

revolving around a single character in the plot and the family oriented with that character. 

The perspective of Pratigya and Na Aana Is Desh Ladoo episode in this dissertation chapter has 

been approached with an open mind without any biasness. In these Indian dramas I could not 

find any of these dramas are committed to the awakening and arousing public conscience for 

wilful change in the society and thinking of Indian mind. I would like to say that Pratigya and 

Na Anna is Desh Ladoo dramas are just touching and addressing the social issues in country 

where woman are being abused. These dramas show us the brutal account of social and political 

realities. These dramas are abounding in social and political violence. Violence being 

multifaceted, it merely not physical it is also mental and emotional; it is also subtle and indirect. 

In these dramas we come to see the multifaceted violence where men and women have dealt 

with different aspects of violence in different ways. Ammaji is not given the opportunity of 

being a normal human being because of gender biasness. The inherent preference of male child 

and male dominance has left her disabled. Amma Ji doesn't confront this bitter truth and hurts 

all other in the family. The effect of such extreme violence on Amma Ji psyche has left her 

daughter in laws and women in the society in a very vulnerable situation. This violence psyche 

in the society and in Amma Ji is very difficult to overcome. The two dramas Pratigya and Na 

Anna Is Desh Ladoo portray the victimisation of women in Indian society.  The different 

aspects of social violence in drama with reference to the women are the chief characteristic of 

these plays. The crisis of victim and the brutal description of the torture she undergoes have 

shaken me to the core. I believe the woman characters in this drama are compromised. 

In Pratigya and Na Anna Is Desh Ladoo there are five powerful hard hitting monologues in 

which the play Wright takes head on issues of violence, intolerance to other and narrow 
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concepts of community and nation. These five monolologues in these dramas are also mostly 

narrated in most plays and also in everyday life in some places; these dramas are in a way eye 

opening for everyone to revolt against the woman abuse and to change in the mind set of the 

people. To many people these dramas characters like Pratigya and Siya are inspirational and 

their act becomes the expression of anger and violence in each one of us. 

The conflicting truth of these plays is that though the characters are inspirational for few  

woman, the characters and the plot in these dramas are quite disturbing leaving with a feeling 

that does this occur in our daily lives if so why  is it that we keep overlooking this problem? 

There has to be measures taken to eradicate such violence on woman. By showing these 

characters in drama though the author is trying to bring awareness in society and in mind set it 

is not helping as he is just addressing the issues and not showing a revolt in these plays. In both 

these play woman are mostly portrayed as housewives though they are educated and are capable 

of bringing change in others, these characters revolve around the family only. Why can't we 

even show Pratigya as a lawyer or doctor who can bring change in family and society? "Na 

Aana Is Desh Meri Ladoo" is not only presenting the women in a very poor light but it is also 

encouraging female foeticide all in the name of family honour, traditions and culture. Besides it 

is putting the Jat community as an anti women and orthodox. If these dramas are presented in a 

different way where the protagonists are life changing people then they would be of great 

advantage both to society and mindset, where people might start thinking of woman 

empowerment. 

As we are now coming to the end of our discussion I would like to conclude this research with 

two main important analysis that are quite important aspects found in this research. I would like 

to point out that the media by playing these dramas are not helping the society much. I 
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personally feel that by supporting these dramas are they not trying to help woman fight against 

the violence and abuse they are going through in any way, they are not even supporting woman 

empowerment, if media wants to support woman empowerment I would say they need to look 

into portraying woman in different roles like doctors or lawyers who wants to bring change in 

the society and not by showing woman in poor light under culture, traditions and family honour. 

The Indian government has made many changes to bring in equality of right for both men and 

woman by bringing laws against child marriage, woman reservation, and encouraging education 

of woman etc, but the society is still living in the edge of male dominance. The freedom of 

woman seems to have been ignored by the male chauvinist society in spite of all the changes 

made by government. This scenario will only change by educating the society the importance of 

woman and her self-respect and not by keeping woman under the grids of culture and society.  

The other point I would like to stress is that, woman who are being inspired by characters to 

bring in change is quite good, but I think it is really a high time that woman should come out of 

their comfort zone and try to bring in change within themselves and the society than just 

watching these dramas. If every woman contributes her best fighting towards the violence over 

woman then there would definitely be a day where we can eradicate such domestic violence on 

woman, and woman can break out of their four walls and live a free life with self respect and 

dignity. 
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